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Seduce Me in Flames - Jacquelyn Frank
2011-07-26
ICY RECEPTION Ambrea Vas Allay is the
rightful heir to the throne of Allay. But when she
is summoned home from exile, she discovers that
her father, who had executed her mother, has
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died. Her young half-brother, controlled by their
uncle, has taken power. Ambrea is torn by an
impossible choice: renounce the crown or waste
away in prison. The last thing she expects is to
be liberated by a huge, tattooed Tarian—or to
feel a searing passion for her mysterious
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rescuer. SMOLDERING DECEPTION Rush
“Ender” Blakely loves being part of the elite
force of the Interplanetary Militia and the
mission to save the princess Allay. But the tough
Tarian hides a fiery secret—a blazing power that
makes him literally too hot to handle. He must
be crazy to carry a torch for this strong,
beautiful princess—when any intimacy between
them is bound to be explosive. BLAZING
INSURRECTION As Ambrea steels herself to
take back the throne, does she dare entrust this
scorching stranger with the fate of an
empire—and, even more so, with her heart?
The Science of Pleasure - Jacquelyn Frank
2018-06-26
A unique man gives his body to science . . . and a
sexy scientist in this erotic paranormal romance
novella by the bestselling author of the
Nightwalker series. In the Name of Science Dr.
Jenesis DeBruehl once hoped that her scientific
research would have positive ramifications for
humanity, only to have her work twisted by the
nightwalkers-shadowdwellers-jacquelyn-frank

evil Dr. Eric Paulson and used to torture
innocents. Seven years later she finally has her
own lab again, despite her checkered past.
Kincaid “Kin” Gregory is a Morphate, one of the
people mutated by Paulson. Now running the lab
that Jenesis is joining, Kin is surprised by the
lust he feels for the human woman. While Jenesis
struggles with her guilt over the role she played
in Kincaid’s mutation, he encourages her to use
him as her personal test subject. No limitations.
With Kin’s body all hers, Jenesis is about to make
a whole new kind of discovery . . . Previously
published in the anthology The Pleasure Project
[Warning: contains Adult content]
The Bid - JAX 2010-10-01
Discipline Of Love Strapped and chained on the
block, a masterpiece of naked flesh and muscle
turns slowly. . .the eyes of the crowd devour the
sight of Vejhon, whose platinum-white hair and
cat-green eyes mark him as newly captured from
a wild planet on the outer edges of space. The
noble men and women erupt in a bidding frenzy-2/28
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that finally stops on a man named Najir. This
strikingly handsome man who strangely
resembles Vejhon cries out the winning bid on
behalf of the lady he serves. Hanna Drakoulous
now has a matched pair of the finest males in
the galaxy. . . Shackled, Vejhon can only marvel
at the mysterious beauty with blue skin and
shining eyes whom Najir clearly worships. But
Vejhon refuses to humble himself--until Hanna's
kiss strikes him like lightning. First dominant,
then sensually tender, she arouses him to
explosive sexual passion that goes beyond the
limits of physical pleasure. What manner of
mistress has bought him and what does she
want? Freedom is what he wants, but will she be
worth the price? Let's talk about JAX. I have an
aka. You may know me as Jacquelyn Frank. Now,
I'm not getting tricky on you or trying to confuse
you, it's just that sometimes I write something
that goes a little out of the norm; walks a fine
line with erotica, or perhaps crosses right into it.
So we created JAX. JAX will be where you can
nightwalkers-shadowdwellers-jacquelyn-frank

find a steamier side of Jacquelyn Frank. In the
end, though, it's all still me. I still live in
Asheville, NC, with my nine cats. (I swear. . .nine
is my absolute limit! No, I mean it this time!) I
still love my little girl to pieces and I'm still
trying to save the world one book at a time.
WARNING! This is a REALLY HOT book.
(Sexually Explicit)
Nightwalker - Jacquelyn Frank 2015-08-25
From New York Times bestselling author
Jacquelyn Frank comes the final chapter in the
Nightwalkers saga! As the momentous
showdown with a powerful demon unfolds, a
passionate encounter breaks the ultimate taboo.
Kamen is a Bodywalker, an ancient soul reborn
in one human host after another. He’s also a
prisoner of his own kind: for it was Kamen who
released Apep, the deadly god who threatens the
existence of their world. To atone for this
grievous error, Kamen accepts an urgent
mission: to convince the other nations of the
Nightwalkers to set aside their centuries-old
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conflicts and band together. If he fails, all will be
lost. And no tribe presents a greater challenge
than the Wraiths, the spectral beings who are
feared and despised for their lethal deathtouch.
Kamen makes first contact with a stunning,
ghostly pale beauty named Geneviève. Part
Wraith and part human, scorned as a half-breed,
Viève shares the hunger for redemption—and for
connection. Her scintillating touch holds the kiss
of death, and yet it makes Kamen feel more alive
than ever. Soon his lips are pressed against hers,
sending Viève into fits of desire and forging a
bond that breaches the divide between them.
Now they must unite all the Nightwalkers, from
Vampire and Shadowdweller to Djynns, and
fast—for Apep is ready for war. Praise for
Jacquelyn Frank’s World of Nightwalkers novels
“A highly entertaining paranormal
series.”—Fresh Fiction “If you loved the original
Nightwalker books, you’ll enjoy this.”—USA
Today, on Forsaken “Jacquelyn Frank uses a deft
hand to weave the layers of this series together.
nightwalkers-shadowdwellers-jacquelyn-frank

. . . The love affairs have been wildly romantic
with some very sensual love scenes.”—The
Romance Reviews “The relationships in this
series are intriguing. . . . The ancient struggle
between two forces gives this story plenty of
action and sizzle.”—RT Book Reviews, on
Forever “As always, Frank excels in highlighting
the lovers’ delight in exploring the strangeness
of each other’s bodies.”—Publishers Weekly
Includes a special message from the editor, as
well as an excerpt from another Loveswept title.
Hunting Julian - Jacquelyn Frank 2010-01-01
Jacquelyn Frank, New York Times bestselling
author of the Shadowdwellers series, invites
readers into a dazzling new world of
unstoppable desire and danger.. As an Advocate
for his colony, Julian Sawyer travels to Earth to
bring back the Chosen--women who possess
energy potent enough to help revitalize his
people. The stunning, silver-clad beauty who
strides into his club one night radiates a sensual
magnetism unlike any he's encountered, and
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Julian realizes that Asia Callahan is not just
Chosen, she is his kindra: his one true mate. For
months, Asia has tracked the beautiful and
mysterious Julian across the country, convinced
that he's behind the disappearance of her sister
and a dozen other women. She's prepared to
believe he's a ruthless killer, but when she
presents herself as bait, she discovers that the
truth is far more shocking. Taken to a strange,
hazardous realm she never knew existed, Asia
will face the ultimate choice--between
abandoning the life she's always known, and
forsaking a passion as dangerous as it is
powerful. Praise for the Novels of Jacquelyn
Frank "A lush narrative sure to please readers
who have longed for new gothic and darkly
romantic tales." --Booklist on Gideon "Frank's
NIGHTWALKER series depicts an engrossing
alternate world, drawn in prose that is lush and
lyrical." --Linda Howard "Thrown for a loop from
page one, I could not put this book down until I
finished." --Romance Junkies on Jacob
nightwalkers-shadowdwellers-jacquelyn-frank

Cursed by Ice - Jacquelyn Frank 2015-03-31
From New York Times bestselling author
Jacquelyn Frank comes the smoothly sensual
second book in an exciting new series featuring
four immortal warrior brothers who must stake
their hearts against their fate. As punishment for
plotting with his brothers to steal immortality,
Garreth is suffering a freezing torment until the
end of time. Again and again, his fierce fighter’s
physique is frozen into a chiseled ice sculpture,
his heart hardening like a diamond in his
chest—only to thaw and resume the chilling
torture. Until, like his older brother Dethan, he
is offered a reprieve from a goddess—in
exchange for his allegiance in a celestial civil
war. Garreth lives to fight and fights to live. But
while laying siege to an embattled city, he finds
another reason to go on—a beautiful warrior
woman named Sarielle, who commands a mythic
beast through a mysterious and powerful bond.
Terrified of her strength, the city rulers have
kept her captive, and now she refuses to submit
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to a new master. As Garreth seeks to unleash
her passion and melt the icy resistance of her
heart, will he become her ultimate salvation—or
lead them both to greater destruction?
The Phoenix Project - Jacquelyn Frank
2018-03-27
In a desert lab, human subjects are
experimented on with drugs that dial up their
desire in this erotic story from the New York
Times–bestselling author. All Amara knows is
that the complete lack of freedom, the endless
experiments and personal indignities have tested
the limits of her sanity. But nothing prepares her
for being locked away—naked—with a sexy excop . . . The department shrink always told Nick
Gregory he had a hero complex that was going
to get him killed one day, or worse. This is
definitely worse. Even drugged so that his most
basic animal instincts are uncontrollable, he is
driven to protect the beautiful female with whom
he’s supposed to mate. One way or another, he
will escape this hell . . . and take her with him.
nightwalkers-shadowdwellers-jacquelyn-frank

Previously published in Nocturnal Praise for the
writing of Jacquelyn Frank “A fresh new voice, a
stunning new talent. I look forward to the next
book.” —Sherrilyn Kenyon, #1 New York
Times–bestselling author “Sure to enchant!”
—Karen Marie Moning, #1 New York
Times–bestselling author “Filled with
mesmerizing, breathtaking, scorching sex—and
filled with unforgettable characters.” —Christine
Feehan, #1 New York Times–bestselling author
“Jacquelyn Frank knows how to write an intense,
rip-roaring good read!” —Cathy Maxwell, New
York Times–bestselling author
Ecstasy: The Shadowdwellers - Jacquelyn Frank
2009-01-01
A car crash leads a gifted woman to love and
danger in another realm in this paranormal
romance series opener by the bestselling author
of Noah. At one with the darkness, the
mysterious Shadowdwellers must live as far
from light-loving humans as possible in order to
survive. Yet one damaged human woman will
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tempt the man behind the Shadowdweller throne
into a dangerous desire . . . Worlds Couldn't
Keep Them Apart Among the Shadowdwellers,
Trace holds power that some are willing to kill
for. Without a stranger’s aid, one rival would
surely have succeeded, but Trace’s brush with
death is less surprising to him than his reaction
to the beautiful, fragile human who heals him.
By rights, Trace should hardly even register
Ashla’s existence within the realm of
Shadowscape, but instead he is drawn to
everything about her—her innocence, her
courage, and her lush, sensual heat . . . After a
terrifying car crash, Ashla Townsend wakes up
to find that the bustling New York she knew is
now eerie and desolate. Just when she’s
convinced she’s alone, Ashla is confronted by a
dark warrior who draws her deeper into a world
she never knew existed. The bond between Ashla
and Trace is a mystery to both, but searching for
answers will mean confronting long-hidden
secrets, and uncovering a threat that could
nightwalkers-shadowdwellers-jacquelyn-frank

destroy everything Trace holds precious . . .
Praise for Ecstasy “Bestseller Frank’s intensely
emotional and sensual series debut expands the
universe of her Nightwalkers series . . . to
include the light-shunning Shadowdwellers. . . .
This romantic and strongly sexual story between
complicated characters is made even richer by
an intriguing secondary cast and efficient worldbuilding that’s familiar without being lazy.”
—Publishers Weekly
Gideon - Jacquelyn Frank 2007-06-01
Two powerful demons unite to protect their
world—and submit to desire—in this paranormal
romance by the New York Times bestselling
author of Jacob. For a thousand years, Gideon
has healed his people. And as the oldest
surviving male of his race, his wisdom has
always been respected without question. But
Gideon knows that even he is vulnerable to the
powerful, primitive desires that befall his kind
during Hallowed moons—and nine years ago
that truth was hammered home when he found
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himself claiming Magdalegna, the Demon King’s
sister, in a wild embrace. Horrified by his lack of
control, he left her wanting and furious—and
then exiled himself for the better part of a
decade. Now, with necromancers threatening his
people—and Magdalegna nearly their
victim—Gideon must face another truth. He and
the beautiful, stubborn Magdalegna are destined
to be together, to share a love as deep and old as
time itself. But first he needs to regain her trust.
Then he’ll have to save her life . . . Praise for the
Nightwalkers series “Noah is sure to enchant!”
—Karen Marie Moning “Jacob is filled with
mesmerizing, breathtaking, scorching sex—and
filled with unforgettable characters...I loved this
book!” —Christine Feehan “Frank’s latest
Nightwalker entry is fast-paced and steamy,
nicely developing the world of her generally
upstanding, gorgeous and charismatic
supernatural creatures.” —Publishers Weekly on
Damien “The Nightwalkers world? It’s good. It’s
very, very good. It’s different, it’s involved, it’s
nightwalkers-shadowdwellers-jacquelyn-frank

imaginative. It’s solid in a way most paranormals
I’ve read over the last little while haven’t been.”
—All About Romance
Cursed by Fire - Jacquelyn Frank 2015-02-24
From New York Times bestselling author
Jacquelyn Frank comes the scorching hot first
book in a thrilling new series featuring four
warrior brothers who have the power—and the
curse—of immortality. For centuries, Dethan has
been trapped in a fiery inferno for defying the
gods and snatching the power of immortality.
Condemned to have his battle-hardened body
licked by flames only to regenerate and be
consumed all over again, Dethan has lost all
hope—until the Goddess of Conflict appears. She
will release him from torment—if he’ll use his
power and strength as a warrior to raise an
army and defeat a fierce enemy faction of gods.
Free to live as a man once again, Dethan meets
Selinda—heir to the throne of Hexis—and his
thoughts quickly turn from the conquest of cities
to the conquest of this headstrong beauty.
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Betrothed to a cruel, calculating powermonger,
Selinda needs a champion, and so Dethan enters
into another bargain: If she will share her
bed—and her body—with him, Dethan will save
her city from destructive forces within and
without. As the lovers ignite a searing passion,
Dethan will risk all—even the wrath of the
Goddess of Conflict—for a chance to make
Selinda his forever.
Drink of Me - Jacquelyn Frank 2010-11-01
In a world where emotion can be a deadly
weapon, one slight, battered runaway holds the
key to a dark and twisted enigma. . . Drink of
me, she whispers, her silver eyes trusting,
pleading. What female dares speak such words
to one of the Sánge? His people are scorned by
every race for their fierce sensuality, their
fearful rituals. And as Prime, Reule is the most
telepathically gifted of them all. But nothing has
prepared him for the intensity of emotion
radiating from the outlander rescued by his
Pack. Terrified, tormented, but beautiful beyond
nightwalkers-shadowdwellers-jacquelyn-frank

measure, Mystique shatters his legendary
control. As she reaches for him in the steamy
heat of the healing baths, he knows this blind
need can have but one end. . . In blood, in
knowledge, in ecstasy. Praise for the Novels of
Jacquelyn Frank "A lush narrative sure to please
readers who have longed for new gothic and
darkly romantic tales." --Booklist on Gideon
"Frank's NIGHTWALKER series depicts an
engrossing alternate world, drawn in prose that
is lush and lyrical." --Linda Howard
The Bid - Jax 2010
As JAX, Jacquelyn Frank--the "New York Times"bestselling author of the Nightwalkers and
Shadowdwellers series--delivers a blisteringly
hot erotic novel set in an exotic paranormal
world.
Forsaken - Jacquelyn Frank 2014-01-07
New York Times bestselling author Jacquelyn
Frank continues her scorching and sensual new
series set in the world of the Nightwalkers,
where alluring entities known as Bodywalkers
9/28
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are the vanguards against the raging forces of
darkness. As a mercenary, Leo Alvarez has
signed on for a lot—but he never signed on for
his best friend becoming host to the soul of an
ancient Egyptian pharaoh. Jackson is now
inhabited by a Bodywalker, and Leo is forced to
grapple with a realm of supernatural beings far
more dangerous than anything he’s ever
encountered. But when Jackson is wounded by
an attack from a demon god, Leo must team up
with another supernatural creature—a Night
Angel—to save his friend from utter destruction.
With skin as black as midnight, hair as white as
snow, and a body of pure perfection, the Night
Angel arouses a burning desire in Leo, even as
he refuses to be intimidated by her power—or
the power of those who would destroy his friend.
An unusual alliance is forged, electrified by
sexual temptation, and together the two must
unite their strengths to bring down a supreme
evil. Praise for Forsaken “If you loved the
original Nightwalker books, you’ll enjoy
nightwalkers-shadowdwellers-jacquelyn-frank

this.”—USA Today “There’s sizzle, steam and
enough action to satisfy even the most ravenous
appetite.”—RT Book Reviews “As always, Frank
excels in highlighting the lovers’ delight in
exploring the strangeness of each other’s bodies,
and the heartbreaking tentativeness between
Faith and Leo is a delightful break from the
grand passions of the Egyptians.”—Publishers
Weekly “There’s something to be said when you
finish a book and immediately want the next
book in the series. [The World of Nightwalkers]
is just that kind of series.”—Badass Book
Reviews “Only Jacquelyn Frank could take
legendary Egyptians, intermix them with evil
Templars, add gargoyles and weave it all into an
incredible new world that exists right in the
middle of unknowing humans.”—Fresh Fiction
Rapture - Jacquelyn Frank 2009-06-30
A freed slave and a troubled priest wrestle with
desire as they face a threat to their realm in this
paranormal romance by the author of Ecstasy.
The Shadowdwellers live in a realm of darkness
10/28
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and sensuality, where order is prized, and sin
must be punished. Yet for Magnus, the head
priest of Sanctuary, salvation rests with the one
woman who can entice him to break every rule .
. . She Was The Ultimate Temptation Magnus is
a man of contradictions—a spiritual leader in a
warrior’s body. To him, laws are for enforcing
and visions must be followed—even if that means
freeing a beautiful slave and making her his
reluctant handmaiden. Betrayed once before,
Magnus can barely bring himself to trust
another woman. Yet Daenaira’s fiery innocence
is drawing them both into a reckless inferno of
desire. Daenaira grew up hearing tales of a
fearsome priest who seemed more myth than
reality. But Magnus is very real—every inch of
him—and so is the treachery surrounding them.
Beneath Sanctuary’s calm surface, an enemy is
scheming to unleash havoc on the
Shadowdwellers, unless Magnus trusts in a
union ordained by fate, and sealed by unending
bliss . . . Praise for Ecstasy “Bestseller Frank’s
nightwalkers-shadowdwellers-jacquelyn-frank

intensely emotional and sensual series debut
expands the universe of her Nightwalkers series
. . . to include the light-shunning
Shadowdwellers. . . . This romantic and strongly
sexual story between complicated characters is
made even richer by an intriguing secondary
cast and efficient world-building that’s familiar
without being lazy.” —Publishers Weekly
Nocturnal - Jacquelyn Frank 2010-09-01
Surrendering to otherworldly desire has never
been so dangerous--and deliciously satisfying. . .
"The Phoenix Project" by Jacquelyn Frank Held
captive, Amara is subjected to bizarre
experiments that test the limits of her sanity. But
nothing prepares her for being locked away-naked--with a sexy ex-cop. . .after they've been
pumped full of drugs that increase their sexual
appetites to animalistic intensity. . . "Crystal
Dreams" by Kate Douglas When Lemurian Guard
Darius chases a demon spirit to Earth, he faces a
lethal battle between good and evil. His ally is
Mari, a breathtakingly beautiful human who
11/28
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unknowingly holds the key to victory. But before
the war is over, Darius's desire for his mortal
companion threatens to erupt--and could cost
Mari her life. . . "Spark of Temptation" by Jess
Haines Blackmailed into taking a treacherous
case, P.I. Sara Halloway is thrust into a demon
war. Sara seeks guidance from a charismatic
mage, but their hunger for one another soon
becomes a deadly distraction. . .and the danger
surrounding them only makes their urges more
powerful. . . "My Soul to Take" by Clare Willis
New Orleans native Dr. Maggie Dillon thought
she left her past behind her--until she's
enraptured by a handsome patient who has been
possessed by a malevolent spirit. To find a cure,
Colby revisits her magical roots--and unleashes a
primal lust too vital to ignore. . .
Dangerous - Jacquelyn Frank 2013-11-14
"Jacquelyn Frank knows how to write an intense,
rip-roaring good read!" --Cathy Maxwell A body
that won't quit Clothes that are barely there
Eyes that openly invite him to take what he
nightwalkers-shadowdwellers-jacquelyn-frank

wants Devon Candler is nothing like the
helpless, vulnerable woman Liam expected when
he agreed to provide security for her secluded
Catskill Mountain estate. Yet her life is at risk.
Her enemies monsters. Her secrets devastating.
Liam Nash is a trained killer who takes no
prisoners, fears no man. But to him this woman
is seductively, devastatingly. . . Dangerous
Praise for the novels of Jacquelyn Frank "Richly
imagined. . .intense. . .erotic." --Publishers
Weekly (starred review) "Spicy. . .fascinating. .
.fully charged." --Library Journal
Elijah - Jacquelyn Frank 2008-01-01
Rescue leads to steamy romance for a queen and
a demon warrior in this paranormal adventure
by the New York Times bestselling author of
Gideon. He is known as the Warrior Captain—a
master of every weapon, a fierce soldier sworn
to protect his kind. Powerful, relentless,
merciless, Elijah has always won every battle
he's ever taken on—until now. Ambushed by
necromancers, he is left for dead only to be
12/28
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discovered by the woman who could very well
deliver the final blow . . . Siena, the Lycanthrope
Queen. With three centuries of warring, little
more than a decade of uneasy peace has existed
between the Lycanthropes and Elijah’s people.
Now, after a lifetime of suspicion, the warrior in
Elijah is consumed with a different
battle—winning Siena’s heart by giving her
pleasure beyond all boundaries. What starts as
attraction and arousal soon burns into a passion
with consequences that will echo through the
ages for both their people. And as would-be
enemies become inseparable lovers, another
threat approaches, one with the power to
destroy them all . . . Praise for the Nightwalkers
series “Noah is sure to enchant!” —Karen Marie
Moning “Jacob is filled with mesmerizing,
breathtaking, scorching sex—and filled with
unforgettable characters...I loved this book!”
—Christine Feehan “Frank’s latest Nightwalker
entry is fast-paced and steamy, nicely developing
the world of her generally upstanding, gorgeous
nightwalkers-shadowdwellers-jacquelyn-frank

and charismatic supernatural creatures.”
—Publishers Weekly on Damien “The
Nightwalkers world? It’s good. It’s very, very
good. It’s different, it’s involved, it’s imaginative.
It’s solid in a way most paranormals I’ve read
over the last little
Forged - Jacquelyn Frank 2014-04-29
From New York Times bestselling author
Jacquelyn Frank comes a seductive new
paranormal romance set in the World of the
Nightwalkers, as a battle-scarred bodyguard and
a sensitive beauty risk their lives—and their
hearts—in the face of evil. When Katrina Haynes
discovers a large man lying wounded in the
snow, she fears he is at death’s door. But as Kat
tends to his injuries, she quickly realizes that
they’re the least of her worries. With an
irresistible Scottish brogue and a strange ability
to harden his chiseled body like a statue, the
stranger awakens a desire she is unable to
resist—and a fascination about the intriguing
world he exists in. As a proud Gargoyle, Ahnvil
13/28
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must safeguard the Nightwalker to whom he’s
sworn fealty. But as this bewitching woman
nurses him back to health, arousing an almost
uncontrollable hunger within him, he is
possessed with the fierce impulse to protect her
as well. And he will have to shield her—for by
coming to his rescue, Kat has placed herself in
the middle of a supernatural war . . . and
exposed herself to dark, powerful magic. As
human and Gargoyle forge an unbreakable bond,
Kat will discover that despite his intimidating
strength and size, one thing Ahnvil does not
possess is a heart of stone. Praise for Forged “As
always there is passion, intrigue and danger in
this darkly romantic story, but it is the potential
for the melding of series and characters that
gives Forged an extra dash of excitement.”—RT
Book Reviews “The World of the Nightwalkers
gets more interesting with each book, as we
encounter new species and the battle lines are
drawn between good and evil. The world
building is superb as the author begins to flesh
nightwalkers-shadowdwellers-jacquelyn-frank

out and color in this new world.”—The Good,
The Bad, and The Unread “A very good addition
to a highly entertaining paranormal
series.”—Fresh Fiction “There’s something to be
said when you finish a book and immediately
want the next book in the series. Jacquelyn
Frank’s The World of the Nightwalkers . . . is
just that kind of series.”—Bad Ass Book Reviews
Seduce Me in Dreams - Jacquelyn Frank
2011-03-22
From the New York Times bestselling author of
the Nightwalkers and Shadowdwellers series,
Seduce Me in Dreams begins a sexy new
futuristic series featuring an elite group of
military heroes. Dark. Mysterious. Sensual.
When Bronse Chapel, the commander of a
specialized unit of the Interplanetary Militia,
begins to dream about a beautiful and exotic
brunette, he wants to dismiss it as being induced
by lack of sleep . . . or perhaps lack of sex. But
his instincts tell him it’s something different,
something far more dangerous. Ravenna is the
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leader of the Chosen Ones, a small group of
people from her village born with extraordinary
powers. She doesn’t know that draws her to
Bronse’s dreams night after night, but she
senses that he and his team are in jeopardy.
Ravenna can help him, but first Bronse must
save the Chosen Ones from those who plan to
use their powers for evil. Together, Bronse and
Ravenna will be unstoppable. But Ravenna is
hiding something that could endanger them all.
The Nightwalker - Thomas Tessier 2018-04-15
Bobby had almost convinced himself his lover's
death was an accident. It wasn't his fault. Once
the uncontrollable tingling began in his hands,
he could only watch in horror as they killed her.
But then he saw the jogger. As his eyes followed
the man, he felt that same eerie power flowing
into his arms and legs, and he found himself
running with inhuman animal grace to overtake
the runner. When the race turned into a chase, a
reign of terror began. Night after night the beast
will silently stalk the city streets, its bloody jaws
nightwalkers-shadowdwellers-jacquelyn-frank

and tearing claws leaving only death in its wake.
How to BOMB the U. S. Gov't - Sam Hyde
2016-08-02
Thirst - Jacquelyn Frank 2017-01-17
A hidden society of vampires—and the humans
they love—are at the heart of this opening novel
in a biting, all-original series from the New York
Times bestselling author of the Nightwalkers
saga. Rafe DaSilva is an energy vampire, soaking
up nourishment from the sun—and, only when
necessary, drawing sweet sustenance from
humans who are pure in body and spirit. As the
right-hand man to his queen, Rafe is a key player
at a historic peace summit in New York City,
which will unite the vampire nations against a
common threat: the sycophants, who feed on
humanity and kill indiscriminately. But Rafe’s
fascination with a beautiful blond police
detective may put everything at risk. Detective
Renee Holden has never worked a homicide
quite like this. The victim has twin puncture
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wounds on his neck, and the only eyewitness
swears she saw a vampire. Now’s definitely not
the time to get distracted by a seductive
stranger. But the suave, darkly austere,
exotically handsome Rafe DaSilva is a hard man
to deny, and as Renee falls under his spell, she
also falls prey to his enemies. Desperate to
protect her, Rafe lifts the veil on a shadow realm
she can only visit—a world of intoxicating power,
terrifying dangers, and forbidden pleasures.
Praise for Thirst “With all the delicious alpha
men (and equally awesome women), Thirst will
renew your interest in vampire novels!”—RT
Book Reviews (Top Pick) “Ms. Frank’s so-verydifferent and quirky take on familiar paranormal
species keeps me coming back every time I hear
she has a new release.”—The Good, The Bad and
The Unread “Whenever I pick up a Jacquelyn
Frank book I know I will find myself in an
intriguing, beguiling world that I won’t want to
leave. . . . If you are looking for a book that will
hold you in its grip, with characters you will love
nightwalkers-shadowdwellers-jacquelyn-frank

and the perfect amount of romance with equally
intriguing action, then Thirst is just what you
need.”—Fresh Fiction “With Thirst, Frank takes
us on a suspenseful, action-packed
ride.”—Heroes and Heartbreakers “A lovely
twist on a common story, Thirst gives us a
slightly different spin on the vampires many of
us love to read. . . . Add an unflappable, smart
heroine to the mix with an action-packed murder
mystery to solve and you’ve got hours of reading
enjoyment.”—Kirkus Reviews “Thirst has a little
bit of everything. . . . There are different
elements at work in this story including great
romance, . . . great friendships, what could be an
evil mastermind and the rogue vampire issue.
This first book of this series has set up this
series for more exciting books to
come.”—Romance Between the Sheets Praise for
Jacquelyn Frank’s World of Nightwalkers novels
“A highly entertaining paranormal
series.”—Fresh Fiction “If you loved the original
Nightwalker books, you’ll enjoy this.”—USA
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Today, on Forsaken “Jacquelyn Frank uses a deft
hand to weave the layers of this series together.
. . . The love affairs have been wildly romantic
with some very sensual love scenes.”—The
Romance Reviews “The relationships in this
series are intriguing. . . . The ancient struggle
between two forces gives this story plenty of
action and sizzle.”—RT Book Reviews, on
Forever Includes an excerpt from another
Loveswept title.
Stealing Kathryn - Jacquelyn Frank 2010-05-01
New York Times bestselling author Jacquelyn
Frank invites you to explore a strange and
sensuous world of darkest desire ruled by an
extraordinary being who is about to meet his
earthly match. . . Sandman. Angus. Morpheus.
He is known by many names, except his true
one, Adrian. When he departs his world, it is to
enter the sacred space of sleep, and he is not
there to sow sweet dreams. Adrian's mission is
to reap the dark energy of nightmares, work that
has twisted his soul as well as his oncenightwalkers-shadowdwellers-jacquelyn-frank

handsome face. Now, he lives only to await the
day darkness finally overcomes him. . .and to
collect exquisite reminders of what he's lost. . .
But there is one treasure that stands apart.
Having risked everything to obtain her, Adrian
soon realizes his mistake. For Kathryn has a
wholly unexpected power over him, not only for
what she represents, but for what for she is: a
soul with desires as strong as his own, tempered
by compassion that could save Adrian from his
self-made hell--or condemn them both. . . Praise
for the Novels of Jacquelyn Frank "A lush
narrative sure to please readers who have
longed for new gothic and darkly romantic
tales." --Booklist on Gideon "Frank's Nightwalker
series depicts an engrossing alternate world,
drawn in prose that is lush and lyrical." --Linda
Howard
Kane - Jacquelyn Frank 2017-09-26
In this tantalizing collection, four New York
Times bestselling authors invite you into the
alluring worlds they've created in the Demonica,
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Guardians of Eternity, Nightwalkers, and Dragon
Kin series. Each mesmerizing page will leave
you craving more. . . "Vampire Fight Club" by
Larissa Ione When a wave of violence forces
shapeshifter Vladlena to go undercover, her first
stop is a haven of vice—with a dangerously sexy
vamp in charge. Both Vladlena and Nathan are
hiding something, but they can't conceal the lust
that simmers between them . . . "Darkness
Eternal" by Alexandra Ivy After being held
captive by one vampire for four centuries, Kata
had no intention of taking another one to the
underworld with her. Yet even in the pits of hell,
there's no ignoring the intoxicating desire
awakened by his touch. . . "Kane" by Jacquelyn
Frank Kane knows Corrine was meant to be his. .
. just as he knows that truly possessing the
lovely human is forbidden. But on the night of
the Samhain moon, the beast in every demon is
stronger than reason, and Kane's hunger is more
powerful than any punishment. . . "Dragon on
Top" by G.A. Aiken Escorting the highborn Bram
nightwalkers-shadowdwellers-jacquelyn-frank

through deadly Sand Dragon territory will try
Ghleanna's patience. . . and her resolve. For
Bram is determined to enhance the journey with
a seduction no female could resist. . .
Seduce Me in Flames - Jacquelyn Frank 2011
Princess Ambrea, the rightful heir to the throne
of Allay, is drawn to Rush "Ender" Blakely, a
Tarian soldier with the Interplanetary Militia
who agrees to help her take back the throne
from her young half-brother.
Damien - Jacquelyn Frank 2012-03-01
They are the Nightwalkers, mysterious beings
who dwell in the shadows of our world, and
Damien, the Vampire Prince, is among the most
powerful of them all. But one woman will tempt
him with a desire unlike anything he has known,
and together they will face a terrifying relentless
foe . . . As reigning Vampire Prince, Damien has
tasted every pleasure the world has to offer consorting with kings and queens and delighting
in sensual adventure. Now, tired of such
pursuits, he devotes his energies to protecting
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his people. The war between human
necromancers and Nightwalkers has escalated,
and when the enemy makes a daring move,
kidnapping Syreena, a Lycanthrope Princess,
Damien boldly follows. He succeeds in rescuing
her, but is unprepared for the erotic longing her
lush sensuality awakens in him.
Bound in Darkness - Jacquelyn Frank 2015-11-24
From New York Times bestselling author
Jacquelyn Frank comes the captivating
conclusion to the sizzling series featuring four
immortal warrior brothers who love as hard as
they fight. After drinking from the fountain of
immortality along with his brothers, Maxum is
condemned by the gods to be entombed in the
earth. Even though he has now been granted a
reprieve by day, each night he is buried anew,
his rock-hard body immobilized, his bones
crushed by the pressure. When he emerges, his
body heals, but his spirit remains scarred. There
is only one way for Maxum to be completely free:
He must kill the god who cursed him. The task
nightwalkers-shadowdwellers-jacquelyn-frank

will require tremendous power, so Maxum must
gather talismans to equip him for the battle. To
help him on this quest, Maxum approaches the
alluring Airianne and strikes a bargain as
tempting as it is audacious. A skilled thief,
Airianne could be a valuable ally, if only Maxum
could trust her. Will this stealthy seductress also
try to steal his heart—or will their boldness end
up getting them both buried?
Hunter - Jacquelyn Frank 2013-06-24
This can't be happening to her. A random break
down. . .an isolated mountain road, a seemingly
chance meeting with a hotter-than-hot stranger.
Tatyana is a modern gal who can handle any
crisis, but before she knows what's hit her, she's
sensing a hideous threat, not to her but to this
man who draws her like a moth to flame.
Hunter. "I know things. . .I saw it." When the
attack comes, she is his protection from a
diabolical enemy, even as he initiates her into a
startling world of magic, sorcery and sensuality.
For in a moment of terrifying danger a spark has
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been struck, and neither can escape the erotic
fire to come. . . Praise for the novels of Jacquelyn
Frank "Richly imagined. . .intense. . .erotic." -Publishers Weekly (starred review) "Spicy. .
.fascinating. . .fully charged." --Library Journal
The Scarletti Curse - Christine Feehan
2010-06-22
Strange, twisted carvings and hideous gargoyles
adorn the palazzo of the great Scarletti family.
But a more fearful secret lurks within its stormtossed turrets. For every bride who enters its
forbidding walls is doomed to leave in a casket.
Nicoletta knows all too well the curse that
plagues the house of Scarletti. She has always
believed her miraculous healing gifts would set
her apart and that no man would ever command
her. Then she gazes into the dark, mesmerizing
eyes of Don Scarletti and she fears for her
future—for it is Scarletti's ancient right to select
a bride from among his people . . . and he has
chosen her. Compelled by duty, driven by
burning, inescapable desire, Nicoletta
nightwalkers-shadowdwellers-jacquelyn-frank

surrenders to this powerful, hypnotic man,
giving her body willingly into his keeping. But
will the tormented don be her heart's destiny . . .
or her soul's destruction?
Pleasure - Jacquelyn Frank 2009-08-25
Beings with mysterious abilities are no match for
the power of desire in this paranormal romance
by the New York Times–bestselling author of
Rapture. Double Your Pleasure . . . Discipline.
Penance. Order. A Sanctuary priest’s life
revolves around such things. But when Sagan is
taken captive and thrust into the Alaskan
wilderness, he encounters a woman who
challenges his faith and his self-control. Valera is
a natural born witch who almost lost herself to
the lure of dark magic. By rights, Sagan should
shun her, but convention will count for nothing
in the face of a passion that could change the
world of the Shadowdwellers forever . . . As
Chancellor of the Shadowdwellers, Malaya’s first
duty is to her people. Her bodyguard, Guin,
knows this only too well. For tradition's sake,
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Malaya must marry, and the thought of this lush,
vibrant, woman in a loveless union is impossible
for him to bear. Guin loves Malaya—not as a
subject loves his queen but as a man craves a
woman. And even if he cannot keep her, he'll
show her everything she stands to lose . . .
Praise for Ecstasy “Bestseller Frank’s intensely
emotional and sensual series debut expands the
universe of her Nightwalkers series . . . to
include the light-shunning Shadowdwellers . . .
This romantic and strongly sexual story between
complicated characters is made even richer by
an intriguing secondary cast and efficient worldbuilding that’s familiar without being lazy.”
—Publishers Weekly
Cursed by Ice - Jacquelyn Frank 2015-03-31
From New York Times bestselling author
Jacquelyn Frank comes the smoothly sensual
second book in an exciting new series featuring
four immortal warrior brothers who must stake
their hearts against their fate. As punishment for
plotting with his brothers to steal immortality,
nightwalkers-shadowdwellers-jacquelyn-frank

Garreth is suffering a freezing torment until the
end of time. Again and again, his fierce fighter’s
physique is frozen into a chiseled ice sculpture,
his heart hardening like a diamond in his
chest—only to thaw and resume the chilling
torture. Until, like his older brother Dethan, he
is offered a reprieve from a goddess—in
exchange for his allegiance in a celestial civil
war. Garreth lives to fight and fights to live. But
while laying siege to an embattled city, he finds
another reason to go on—a beautiful warrior
woman named Sarielle, who commands a mythic
beast through a mysterious and powerful bond.
Terrified of her strength, the city rulers have
kept her captive, and now she refuses to submit
to a new master. As Garreth seeks to unleash
her passion and melt the icy resistance of her
heart, will he become her ultimate salvation—or
lead them both to greater destruction?
Fan Phenomena: Supernatural - Lynn Zubernis
2014
Supernatural premiered on September 13, 2005,
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on what was then called the WB Network.
Creator Eric Kripke was inspired by Jack
Kerouac'sOn The Road, putting his heroes,
brothers Sam and Dean Winchester, in a big
black '67 Impala and sending them in search of
the urban legends that fascinated him. The
series attracted a passionate fan base from the
start and was described as a “cultural attractor”
that tapped into the zeitgeist of the moment,
reflecting global fears of terrorism with its
themes of fighting unseen evil. The chemistry
between the lead actors, Jared Padalecki and
Jensen Ackles, contributed to the show's initial
success, andSupernatural found its niche when
it combined demon-hunting adventures with a
powerful relationship drama that explored the
intense, complicated bond between the
brothers.Supernatural is as much a story of
familial ties, love, and loyalty as it is of “saving
people, hunting things.” Fan Phenomena:
Supernatural explores the ongoing fascination
and passion for a show that developed a
nightwalkers-shadowdwellers-jacquelyn-frank

relationship with fans through eight seasons and
continues to have an impact on fan culture to the
present day. Essays here explore the rich
dynamic that has developed between fans and
producers, actors, writers, directors, the show
creator, and showrunners through online
interactions on Twitter and Facebook, face-toface exchanges at conventions, and
representations of fandom within the show's
meta-episodes. Contributors also explore gender
and sexuality in the show and in fan art; the
visual dynamics, cinematography, and
symbolism in the episodes as well as the fan
videos they inspire; and the culture of influence,
learning, and teaching in the series.
Forever - Jacquelyn Frank 2013-05-28
New York Times bestselling author Jacquelyn
Frank returns with the sizzling second book in
her sensual new series set in the World of the
Nightwalkers—where alluring entities known as
Bodywalkers face the ultimate threat. After
being brought back from death, police officer
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Jackson Waverly receives the shock of his life: he
has become host to a Bodywalker, a spirit that is
reborn in flesh and blood, and part of a proud,
ancient race that uses its extraordinary gifts to
battle dark, evil forces. Jackson’s spirit is a
powerful one—none other than the Egyptian
pharaoh Menes, who longs to reunite with his
eternal love, the Egyptian queen Hatshepsut.
While Menes is obsessed with finding the perfect
vessel for his queen, Jackson cannot stop
thinking about Dr. Marissa Anderson, the
gorgeous precinct shrink who keeps pushing him
to confront his grief over the loss of his K-9
partner. But what Marissa really arouses most in
Jackson is intense desire, which is exactly what
Menes is looking for. To fight a great enemy,
pharaoh and queen must join; but to host
Hatshepsut, Marissa will first have to die. Fate
has given Jackson a profound choice: save
Marissa from Menes’s plan or keep an entire
species from the brink of extinction. Includes a
preview of Jacquelyn Frank’s next World of
nightwalkers-shadowdwellers-jacquelyn-frank

Nightwalkers novel, Forsaken Praise for Forever
“The relationships in this series are intriguing . .
. The ancient struggle between two forces gives
this story plenty of action and sizzle.”—RT Book
Reviews “Forever was just as good if not better
than Jaquelyn Frank’s first World Of
Nightwalkers book, Forbidden . . . I found the
romance to be incredibly steamy and left me
wishing book three had already been
released.”—Night Owl Romance “Jacquelyn
Frank uses a deft hand to weave the layers of
this series together. . . . The love affairs have
been wildly romantic with some very sensual
love scenes . . . A must-read and highly
recommended for paranormal fans.”—The
Romance Reviews “Forever is the Nightwalker
series’ wilder, sexier and more confident cousin.
. . . A fantastic read with a scrumptious hero and
his lovely lady love.”—Urban Book Thief
“Jacquelyn Frank writes some really good
paranormal romance books and this is one of my
favorites. . . . The Egyptian history and
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mythology helps create a vivid world with
reincarnated Pharaohs, priests and priestesses,
and their gargoyle protectors, adding another
dimension that makes everything even more
intriguing.”—Paranormal Haven Praise for
Forbidden “Forbidden takes the reader from sad
times, to passion, to joy, and throws in the
suspense of danger to round things out. . . . If
you love ancient Egypt as much as I do . . . then
you will not want to miss Forbidden or the rest
of the Nightwalkers series.”—Joyfully Reviewed
“Brilliantly creative, Frank enhances and
expands her Nightwalker universe by
introducing a previously unknown race: the
Bodywalkers. Members of this new race form
symbiotic relationships with dying individuals,
and as both minds remain, they form a unique
union. This launch book of her new spin-off
series allows Frank to set up the players and the
longstanding war that divides them. And as this
is a Frank book, readers are guaranteed plenty
of action, dynamic characters and sizzling
nightwalkers-shadowdwellers-jacquelyn-frank

sensuality.”—RT Book Reviews
Adam - Jacquelyn Frank 2011-05-26
Hunted by magic, beset by evil, the
Nightwalkers face their darkest hour yet. And
when the unthinkable happens, only one
legendary male has the power, the will, to save
them: Adam. . . For 400 Years He Was Lost To
Her, But He Is Hers Tonight. . . From their first
tantalizing touch, Jasmine knows he is different.
What other lover could unlock her tight control,
flood vampire senses jaded by a lifetime of
decadent self indulgence? Centuries ago, when
he disappeared without a trace, she had given
up hope of ever fulfilling the promise of
incomparable passion. But here he is, against
the very laws of nature, ready to bring down
their most vicious enemy, ready to bring her
blood to the boiling point. . .if she will only let
him. Pleasure rules the night. Praise for The
Nightwalkers "A lush narrative sure to please
readers who have longed for new gothic and
darkly romantic tales." --Booklist on Gideon
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"Frank's Nightwalker series depicts an
engrossing alternate world, drawn in prose that
is lush and lyrical." --Linda Howard
Jacob - Jacquelyn Frank 2006-12-01
A demon enforcer breaks the law he’s bound to
protect in this paranormal romance series debut
full of danger, darkness, and forbidden lust.
Since time began, there have been
Nightwalkers—the demons, vampires and
lycanthropes who live in the shadows of the
moonlight. Love between Nightwalkers and
humans is absolutely forbidden, and one man
makes certain to uphold this ancient law: Jacob,
the Enforcer. Jacob has resisted temptation for
centuries. But not tonight . . . Jacob knows the
excuses his people give when they succumb to
their lust for humans. They’ve never stopped him
from bringing trespassers to justice. Immune to
uncontrollable hungers or the curse of the moon,
his control is total. . .until he sees Isabella on a
shadowy New York City street. Saving her life
wasn't in his plans. But the moment he holds her
nightwalkers-shadowdwellers-jacquelyn-frank

in his arms and feels her body against his,
everything changes. Their attraction is
undeniable, volatile, and completely against the
law . . . “Jacqui Frank's Nightwalker series
depicts an engrossing alternate world, drawn in
prose that is lush and lyrical.” —Linda Howard
Bound by Sin - Jacquelyn Frank 2016-12-06
From New York Times bestselling author
Jacquelyn Frank comes a thrilling new series
featuring four warrior brothers who have the
power - and the curse - of immortality . . . After
being chained to a star to burn endlessly as
punishment for stealing immortality from the
gods, Jaykun has been unshackled to wage war
alongside his brothers. But his freedom comes
with a price: Each night Jaykun must still suffer his body burning from the inside out. One early
morning, recovering from his torment, he
encounters a beautiful stranger on the beach.
Naked from her midnight-black hair to her sandy
toes, she approaches him with starry-eyed
innocence and the unmistakably full body of a
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woman. Soon Jaykun is swept up with the force
of a comet, his desire for this woman hotter than
any sun. His brothers fear he is blinded by her
radiant beauty, and that she has been sent by
their enemies to seduce and destroy him. Jileana
is indeed from another world - one Jaykun
cannot begin to imagine. But will their passion
burn brightly enough to light the way through
the darkness that threatens to consume all in its
path? Perfect for fans of Christine Feehan and JR
Ward, this sensual, addictive new series will
become your new obsession
Noah - Jacquelyn Frank 2008-09-01
The Demon King has found the woman of his
dreams but must convince her he isn't a
nightmare in this paranormal romance by the
New York Times bestseller. As Demon King,
Noah is dedicated to protecting his kind from
their human and Nightwalker enemies. Yet for
six months he has struggled with vivid dreams
that threaten his very sanity. Every night he's
tormented by images of a woman both achingly
nightwalkers-shadowdwellers-jacquelyn-frank

real and tantalizingly beyond his grasp. And his
bone-deep need leaves him no choice but to
force her to leave the life she's known and enter
a world beyond her imagining . . . Every day,
Kestra risks her life in perilous missions that
veer just shy of the law, but she instinctively
knows that the imposingly sensual figure before
her is a danger unlike any she's ever faced.
Kestra has sworn never to trust or need another
man, but Noah's lightest touch scorches her with
fevered desire, branding her as his mate,
blinding them both to the terrifying truth. For
within the ranks of their own people lies an
adversary growing in number and power. And
nothing and no one will be safe again . . . “Noah
is sure to enchant!” —Karen Marie Moning
Praise for the Nightwalkers series “Jacob is filled
with mesmerizing, breathtaking, scorching
sex—and filled with unforgettable characters...I
loved this book!” —Christine Feehan “Frank's
latest Nightwalker entry is fast-paced and
steamy, nicely developing the world of her
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generally upstanding, gorgeous and charismatic
supernatural creatures.” —Publishers Weekly on
Damien
Mine to Take - Jacquelyn Frank 2020-06-08
Vicious warlord Vicktor destroys and dominates
every land he conquers and every slave he
captures. When he offers his brother and
commanding general Valerian a rare gift, a
defiant slave of surpassing beauty, neither man
dreams Vicktor's gift will reshape their kingdom.
Melena Ni Coro fears her brother has been
killed by the man who now holds her leash, and
she wants Valerian to know she would rather die
than be tamed by him. Yet in spite of her hatred,
Valerian begins to tear away at Melena's
defiance and anger. Together they will learn
there is more pleasure to be found in each
other's surrender than either of them realizes.
Melena comes to realize that she, too, has power
to wield, but is her love enough to convince
Valerian to betray Vicktor? She never planned to
ignite a war, but Valerian will do whatever it
nightwalkers-shadowdwellers-jacquelyn-frank

takes to protect her.
Damien - Jacquelyn Frank 2008-06-01
A Vampire Prince must rescue—and resist—a
beautiful princess in this steamy paranormal
romance by the New York Times bestselling
author of Elijah. As reigning Vampire Prince,
Damien has tasted every pleasure the world has
to offer—consorting with kings and queens and
delighting in sensual adventure. Now, tired of
such pursuits, he devotes his energies to
protecting his people. The war between human
necromancers and Nightwalkers has escalated,
and when the enemy makes a daring move,
kidnapping Syreena, a Lycanthrope Princess,
Damien boldly follows. He succeeds in rescuing
her but is unprepared for the erotic longing her
lush sensuality awakens in him. Gifted with rare
abilities, Syreena grew up in a cloistered setting
and was forbidden to form attachments to
others, yet the connection Damien feels with her
is immediate, intoxicating, and impossible for
either to resist. But claiming Syreena as his
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mate could have shattering repercussions for
every Nightwalker—and leave their enemies
more dangerous than ever before . . . Praise for
Damien “Frank’s latest Nightwalker entry is fastpaced and steamy, nicely developing the world
of her generally upstanding, gorgeous and
charismatic supernatural creatures.”
—Publishers Weekly
Forbidden - Jacquelyn Frank 2012-10-30
From New York Times bestselling author
Jacquelyn Frank comes this first book in The
World of the Nightwalkers—an exciting and
sensual new spin-off series in which the
Bodywalkers, an ancient race of the night,
battles the evil forces who prey on them. The
unexpected happens in an instant. On her way to
work, secretary Docia Waverley hurtles into a
crashing crossroads, and she quickly begins to
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suspect that things will never be the same. Then,
when a tall, blond, muscular stranger intervenes
on her behalf, telling her it is his duty to protect
her at all cost, what is just a feeling turns to
proof positive. That is, as long as Docia’s savior
doesn’t turn out to be a crazed kidnapper. When
Ram finds Docia, he has no doubt that she is his
queen. But as this golden warrior sweeps in to
protect her, he feels something more than body
heat every time they touch. He is overwhelmed
by a searing connection that goes deep into the
twin souls inside him. A desire rises in him that
is forbidden—this woman is his queen, the mate
of his king, his leader, his best friend. And yet
Docia is so vulnerable and attractive that she
awakens a hunger in Ram that is undeniable, a
carnal craving he cannot yield to . . . not without
risking the very survival of the Bodywalkers.
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